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Quarterly Loan Market Commentary
US loan market overview

US new-issue loan issuance

After a strong US economic recovery in 2021
following the post-COVID market re-opening,
expectations were equally high for the US loan
market in 2022. Investors were still flush with cash
and issuers were eager to come to market to capture
it. However, things did not go as planned. To start,
the long-awaited transition from a LIBOR base rate
to a term SOFR rate for all new loans issued after 1
January 2022 took center stage. New-issue loans
underwent a pricing discovery with investors to
establish a clearing level for SOFR-based loan
spreads during the first few weeks of January. With
loan demand robust, the market soon found
accommodating levels to satisfy both issuers and
investors. Other lingering headwinds from 2021
such as inflation, Fed rate increases, supply-chain
issues, and new COVID variants seemed
manageable to most investors. New-issue volumes
started off as strong as any period in 2021, only to
come to an abrupt halt as the news of Russia's
invasion of Ukraine shocked the market. Geopolitical
risk is possibly the hardest risk for any investor to
assess, given the multitude of scenarios and
uncertainties presented. While the US loan market
seemed well insulated from Ukraine and any
immediate economic impact, investors paused to
review their portfolios and the potential direct and
secondary risks. And not only did new-issue loan
volumes stop, investors largely ceased all buying.
Secondary loan bids notably declined from late
February to mid-March, before bottoming and
reversing course with a late March rally.

New US leveraged loan issuance for Q1 2022
totaled USD 113.5 billion, lower than any quarter in
2021, but nonetheless a surprisingly strong result
considering that activity in February and March was
diminished by the Ukraine invasion. Loan demand
from new-issue CLOs was notably lower during Q1
but solid retail appetite bridged the gap due to heavy
weekly inflows. Retail investors increasingly sought
out floating rate assets as the Fed commenced
raising rates and loan funds quickly invested USD 22
billion in the US loan market during Q1, the
strongest quarter of retail activity in many years.
Separately, new-issue CLOs added USD 30 billion of
loan investment demand for the quarter, despite a
rather challenging issuance environment.
So what drove new loan issuance volumes in Q1
2022? As usual, M&A activity was the leading
contributor, comprising USD 76 billion, or 67%, of all
new loan issuance. This included USD 40.7 billion
from private equity-backed LBO transactions; USD
17.6 billion from acquisition finanacing by private
equity-backed companies; and a remaining USD 17.6
billion from corporate M&A. Also notable was the
drop-off in loan refinancing activity, as both the
SOFR transition and the Ukraine headwinds
dampened refinancing interest from buyers and
issuers alike, and as a result just USD 22 billion was
completed in Q1. Lastly, dividend recap activity
slowed signficantly, contributing just USD 4.7 billion
for the quarter (following the most active dividend
recap year ever in 2021).
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US new-issue institutional loan volume

US average new-issue loan spread and yields

US new-issue loan spreads

US loan secondary trading

New-issue loan spreads for B/B+ rated loan issuers
jumped to SOFR+453bps by the end of March,
compared to LIBOR+379bps at the end of
December 2021. This increase was certainly
impacted by Q1 macro conditions (Ukraine, inflation,
labor, supply chain, etc), but also by the one-time
transition to a SOFR rate base for all new-issue loans
(starting 1 January 2022) and the credit spread
adjustments for the basis differential between
LIBOR and term SOFR. And, not surprisingly, wider
loan spreads were also necessary in Q1 to keep pace
with widening new-issue CLO liability spreads,
required to maintain an adequate equity arbitrage
for new CLO structures. The average yield to
maturity for B/B+ rated loan borrowers in March
rose to 5.79%, (compared to 4.67% in December
2021), impacted by wider credit spreads, but also
rising interest rates where three-month USD LIBOR
rose to 1.00% and three-month term US SOFR was
0.65% at March-end. This significant increase in both
LIBOR and term SOFR also meant that the longenjoyed benefit of an interest rate floor (roughly two
out of three outstanding US loans have a 0.50% rate
floor) has vanished, due to the Fed rate increases.
And, to no surprise, rising loan yields will continue to
draw further investor inflows into retail funds.

For a market that moved continually upward
throughout much of 2021, secondary loan prices
started strong in January. Persistent demand from
new CLOs and retail investors was met by lower
new-issue volumes in Q1, nothing comparable to the
record volumes experienced in 2021. The US
Leverage Loan Index (LLI), which opened the year at
98.64%, rose steadily to 99.08% by late January and
then slowly drifted lower to 98.50% by midFebruary. Price volatility then returned off the back
of the shocking news from Ukraine, and loan bids
evaporated. Sellers outnumbered buyers and the LLI
quickly dropped 2%, hitting a post-COVID low of
95.88% on 15 March. But the loan market volatility
was not done yet. Shortly after these market
declines, the long-awaited Fed rate raising cycle
began on 16 March, and it was just the catalyst
needed to stimulate loan bids. With very little depth
to loan offerings, it didn’t take much bidding to ignite
a loan rally, and within two weeks the LLI had
climbed back, ending the first quarter at 97.5%. The
LLI posted a return of -1.0% for Q1, disappointing
for most, considering how strong the loan market
began the quarter.
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US loans index average bid (LLI)

European new-issue institutional loan volume

European loan market overview

European loan spreads

As the year opened in 2022, European loan market
technicals remained strong thanks to the record
pace of activity in 2021 and market expectations for
another robust issuance year. January began with
heavy new-issue loan volumes, which carried over
into February, before the geopolitical headlines from
Ukraine overwhelmed and paralyzed investors and
issuers alike. New-issue loan activity for the second
half of February dipped and by March there was no
new loan issuance at all. Secondary loan trading
volumes followed suit after peaking in mid-January,
as loan bids dried up and prices slumped.

European new-issue loan issuance
European new institutional loan issue volumes
totaled EUR 16.4 billion in Q1 2022, compared to
EUR 18.8 billion in Q4 2021. While January started
well with EUR 11.2 billion of new issuance, February
saw the pace of syndicated loan issuance recede by
mid-month, and March posted zero syndicated loan
issuance, as the Ukraine invasion effectively froze
market activity. For those loans issued in Q1 2022,
EUR 9.8 billion (60%) were M&A related, EUR 4.9
billion (30%) were refinancings, and the remaining
EUR 1.6 billion (10%) were from recapitalizations.
This all culminated in the slowest first quarter of
Euro loan issuance since 2016, and was notably off
the pace from a year ago (Q1 2021) when
institutional loan issuance volumes topped EUR 36.1
billion.

Investor demand for the small amount of new-issue
that came to market in Q1 was very strong. Average
margins and yields for single-B rated Euro loans
tightened to EURIBOR+413bps and a yield of 4.36%
in Q1 2022, compared to EURIBOR+423bps and
4.45% respectively in Q4 2021. Margin tightening
was much more prevalent during January, but began
widening throughout February as the loan market
weakened and then halted in March. Loan arranger
banks chose to hold back their forward issuance
calendar of syndicated loans, instead of selling into
an ever weakening bid. At the same time, arranger
banks continued to underwrite new loans during the
quarter, anticipating the market would soon recover
and re-open. High yield bonds followed a similar path
between January and March, where bond issuance in
January was robust, only to experience a quick
decline in February, and a hiatus in March. With
bond market conditions weaker in Europe than in the
US, some issuers in search of capital chose to issue in
the deeper US dollar market to find demand.

European loan spreads
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European loan secondary trading
As noted above, the worsening investor tone in Q1
2022 for Euro new-issue loans was echoed in the
Euro secondary loan trading market. An early
secondary rally at the start of the year resulted in the
European Leveraged Loan Index (ELLI) hitting
99.02% on 18 January. However, the hawkish views
of central banks as they battled with the headwinds
of COVID variants, inflation, and monetary
tightening, and then the events in Ukraine, conspired
to squash secondary loan prices over the last eight
weeks of the quarter. The ELLI slipped to a low of
96.12 % by 15 March (its lowest posting since the
COVID induced sell-off in March 2020), until
investors finally returned to selectively buy loans
again. This relief rally pushed the ELLI upward for
the remaining two weeks of March to close out the
quarter at 97.32%. Whether loans were a safer
haven or just a better alternative to fixed rate assets,
loans once again proved very resilient in the face of
micro and macro headwinds and uncertainties. The
ELLI posted a -0.53% return for the quarter.

European loan index average bid (ELLI)

US collateralized loan obligations
The mandated transition to SOFR base rate liabilities
for new-issue US CLOs finally commenced in
January 2022 and, much like the new-issue loan
market, CLO investors and issuers spent a few
weeks in price discovery mode to re-establish
clearing spreads on the CLO liability stack. This
delayed CLO issuance in January at first, but soon
enough new CLOs began printing and volumes
steadily picked up despite macro conditions and

alarming geopolitical headlines. Noteworthy in the
new CLO issuance volumes for Q1 was that several
larger managers successfully priced multiple CLOs
during the quarter, while many other managers were
either constrained or unable to settle on acceptable
liability spread levels.
As for the numbers, Q1 new CLO issuance totaled
USD 30.4 billion (61 CLOs from 51 managers).
While this would be considered a successful result in
any other year besides 2021, comparing it to the
recent record breaking volume of USD 56 .4 billion
(115 CLOs) just posted in Q4 2021 left many
wanting more. It is worth mentioning, however, that
Q4 2021 CLO issuance volume was partially
elevated by a pull-forward of CLO issuance originally
slated for early 2022, which were instead priced
before the end of 2021 to avoid the SOFR rate
transition. But even if Q1 volumes were viewed as a
net positive, the good news largely ended there. The
volume of CLO resets and refinancings in Q1 added
only USD 16.5 billion and USD 4.5 billion
respectively, compared to USD 33.6 billion and USD
20.5 billion in Q4 2021. As CLO liability spreads kept
widening each week of the quarter, many managers
opted to wait for a more attractive liability spread
environment to pursue the reset of older, preCOVID issued CLOs.
US CLO Liability spreads entered Q1 2022 in
uncharted territory, as the mandate to switch from
Libor to a term SOFR base rate began. Because of
the current basis differential and limited history for
term SOFR, investor price discovery was evolving
throughout much of the quarter. AAA rated liabilities
averaged SOFR+136bps for Q1. However, AAA
spreads began as low 130bps in January, and
climbed steadily higher week after week, so that by
March-end they were pricing in the high 140150bps. In addition, many CLOs utilized shorter
reinvestment periods and call dates, to contain
widening liability spreads. Away from AAA spreads,
the transition to SOFR on average pushed the rest of
the CLO liability stack spreads higher by an average
of 20bps, leaving the CLO Weighted Average Cost
of Capital (WACC) for Q1 2022 at a 'higher'
SOFR+192bps, compared to LIBOR+172bps in Q4
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2021. The WACC for new CLOs moving forward in
Q2 will likely go even higher than SOFR+192bps and
issuers may need to decide whether to print at these
high levels or wait for greater investor demand.
Without lower CLO liability spreads, or higher loan
spreads in Q2, CLO equity 'arbitrage' will become
unattractive to most equity investors, and future
CLO issuance volumes could contract.

US CLO liabilities spreads

European collateralized loan obligations

success of the Euro CLO issuance in the latter half of
Q1 was largely driven by offering higher liability
spreads, shorter dated reinvestment periods, and
other structural enhancements. Lastly, prior to the
Ukraine invasion, nine CLO resets and five CLO refis
were able to successfully navigate the market for a
total of EUR 5.9 billion, before liability spreads
widened out too far and made it unenticing to
managers.
Euro AAA new-issue liability spreads started the
quarter rangebound around EURIBOR+95bps, but
steadily widened by 10-30bps to EURIBOR+115125bps, following the invasion of Ukraine. Further
down the CLO liability stack, AA to B rated newissue CLO liability tranches widened 30-60bps to
find clearing levels that were still constructive for
issuers, helped by secondary loan prices selling off
though mid-March. The WACC for Euro CLOs for
Q1 was EURIBOR+199bps, as compared to a
WACC of EURIBOR+183bps in Q4 2021.

Euro CLO liabilities spreads

Despite the uncertainty and noise in Q1 2022,
European new CLO issuance managed EUR 9.8
billion from 23 CLOs, the third highest quarterly
issuance on record (trailing only Q3 and Q4 2021).
This result also compared favorably to issuance
levels a year ago in Q1 2021, of EUR 7.8 billion (20
CLOs). Noteworthy in Q1 2022 was that the Euro
CLO market was rather slow to engage after the new
year, despite not having to transition to a SOFR base
rate like the US. There were no Euro CLOs priced in
January. However, by mid-February, nine CLOs had
successfully priced (pre-Ukraine), while 14 more
CLOs would follow later in February and March,
despite the geopolitical turmoil, which had
effectively shut down the Euro loan market. The
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Spotlight topic: Are B-/B3 rated loans the 'new normal'?
During Q1 2022, it is worth noting that B-/B3 rated loan issuers dominated the new issuance rolls in the US
syndicated institutional loan market. Weighing in at just 31% in 2019 and 40% in 2021, B-/B3 rated loans now
comprise 50% of all new US loan issues as of Q1 2022. This trend largely reflects a unique combination of
factors: (i) loan issuers and private equity sponsors seeking to maximize total leverage in a capital structure
while still retaining corporate credit ratings of at least B-/B3; (ii) an increasing risk tolerance and appetite of
institutional loan investors such as CLOs (which can usually manage portfolio corporate ratings cap limitations
'WARF tests'); (iii) a notable improvement in secondary liquidity of broadly syndicated loans with credit ratings
of B-/B3; and (iv) a benign credit environment with annual defaults staying within historic ranges. On the other
side of the spectrum, we note that the volume of BB-/Ba3 rated loans continues to decline (often in less
demand by CLOs due to lower spreads) and accounted for just 12% of all US loan issuance in Q1 2022,
compared to 24% in 2019 and 19% in 2021. The broadly syndicated loan market continually adjusts to meet
the needs and interests of its most prominant constituents: CLOs and private equity sponsor-led issuers. B/B3 rated loans have now become mainstream in the market. But there are no assurances that this will remain
the standard going forward, especially if one or more of the above driving factors change (with defaults
perhaps being the most sensitive of those just identified).
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